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Work Experience
2015 - Current

Software Developer, Capita IB Solutions
This work involves utilizing Java and SQL to develop custom commercial web based
applications. Applications are developed via Tomcat with builds being managed
through Ant. Development is done in an agile environment using test driven design. SVN is used for version control. Responsibilities include, 1) Design and Development of the Java code, 2) Creating, maintaining and optimizing the SQL databases
via indexes, views and stored procedures, and 3) Creating ANT scripts for automated
environment setup and deployment.

2012-2014

Graduate Researcher Machine Learning, The University of California Berkeley, National University of Ireland Maynooth
This work involved researching various models for predicting human movement.
During this research a data-driven generative model of a social network in a city
was created which took both mobility and social context into account. A generative process was built that established social connections which were governed
by latent profiles of city dwellers. Additional projects included, 1) Developing a
personalized restaurant recommendation system for individuals taking their home
and work locations into account and weighting based on the users sensitivity to
distance to travel, cost and user rating, 2) Inferring home and work locations by
looking at a users Twitter history, 3) Predicting a phone uses location in a city
based on non-spatial features. Responsibilities included 1) Development of all code
for model creation, data acquisition and on-line visualizations using python and
JavaScript, 2) Obtaining, maintaining and updating large datasets using various
api calls and various database types. The database were stored in either MongoDb,
Neo4j or SQL, depending on the application. 3) Researching existing techniques and
methodology and applyingthem to this field.

Summer 2010

Research Assistant National University of Ireland Galway
This work involved creating various bluetooth applications for mobile phones using J2ME. Reliable handshaking protocols were created between a phone (J2ME) and
a server (C++). Research in various bluetooth hands free protocols was conducted
and the results were incorporated into the mobile applications.

Education
2010-2011 Masters in Artificial Intelligence, Edinburgh University
Thesis: “Learning to recognize fish.” | Advisor: Prof. Robert Fisher

2005-2009 Bachelor of Electronic and Computer Engineering National University of Ireland, Galway
Thesis: “Bluetooth enabled mobile robot.” | Advisor: Prof. Liam Kilmartin

Computer Skills
Programming Knowledge:
Database Knowledge:
Editors & Environment:

Java, Python, JavaScript, Matlab, HTML, CSS
MongoDB, neo4j, PostgreSQL
VIM, IPython, LATEX, Git, Linux, AwesomeWM

Projects
“Exploring the Twitch network”
This work looks at exploring and visualizing the Twitch network of broadcasters and followers. Data is obtained
using the Twitch api and a graph of broadcasters and followers is created. The preferential attachment model is
applied to the network to predict the probability of a new viewer observing any given broadcaster.

“Personal Recommender: Location inference and restaurant recommendation”
This work looks at making personalized restaurant recommendations for an individual by taking their home and
work locations into account and weighting based on the users sensitivity to distance to travel, cost and user
rating. This project can be divided into two parts. The first deals with inferring the home and work locations by
looking at a users Twitter history. The second deals with generating personalized recommendations for restaurants based on the users location and their sensitivity to travel distance, cost and restaurant rating. The results
of this work present a potential new and novel approach to tackling the cold start problem for recommendation
problems.

“Lottery: Is it truly uniform?”
Is the lottery truly random or is there some sort of pattern to it? Are all the balls truly equal in size shape and
weight? Some balls have two numbers others have only one. Does this affect the weight or shape and bias the
ball in any way? My prior belief is that the lottery is random and balls are drawn from a uniform distribution,
however I would like to statistically verify this. For this project I look at the previous seven years of Irish lottery
results to show that the balls are all drawn from a uniform distribution.

Publications
UrbComp 2014

The 3rd International Workshop on Urban Computing
Title: “A generative model of urban activities: simulating a population” |
Author: 1st
This paper presents a data-driven generative model of a social network in a city.
It takes both mobility and social context into account by building a generative
process of establishing social connections that is governed by latent profiles of
city dwellers.

Pervasive 2012

Nokia Mobile Data Challenge Workshop
Title: “Habitualisation: Localization without location data” | Author: 1st
Presented a poster showing the results of predicting a users location in a city based
on their habits and idiosyncrasies. We looked at predicting a users location using
the SVM, MCSVM and HMSVM techniques

Pervasive 2012

PURBA-2012 Workshop
Title: “Stratification structure of urban habitats” | Author: 3rd
This paper explored the community structure of a network of significant locations
in cities as observed from location-based social network data. We show that particular areas in cities stratify into distinct “habitats” of frequently visited locations,
featuring both spatially overlapping and disjoint regions.

Interests and Activities
• Virtual Reality: I have a keen interest in VR and the emerging developments in this field. This lead
me to be an early adopter of the HTC Vive and am currently exploring the creation of small VR
environments using both Unity and the Unreal Engine
• Android Development: I started a weekly meetup for group development of android applications.
All code is managed via git and is open source.
• Archery, Swimming and Surfing: These activities are preformed in an effort to maintain physical
fitness.
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